Deliverable CS5.2:
Report on VHS Case Study 5:
Sidmar Steel Plant at Ghent, Belgium
Introdu tion

Case Study 5 was in luded in the proje t as an example of an industrial
plant where a realisti s heduling and resour e allo ation problem has to
be solved. The plant model and the spe i ations to be met in order to
ensure a eptable plant operation in lude both purely logi al and hard realtime onstraints. The quantitative performan e measure, to be minimized,
involves the time duration of the a tivities.
The size of the plant is not exe ssively large, but the number of states is
nevertheless su h that enumeration is ex luded as a method for veri ation
and for ontrol synthesis. Therefore it provides the partners in the proje t
with a realisti test ase for evaluating the performability of various modelling approa hes and of di erent veri ation and ontrol synthesis tools for
timed dis rete event systems and for hybrid systems. Moreover the goal
of s heduling is the minimization of a ost fun tion - the time needed to
produ e a xed sequen e of bat hes of steel. As su h this ase study provides an example where veri ation of safety onstraints must be ombined
with optimization of quantitative performan e measures. The fa t that the
ontroller is implemented in a distributed way at SIDMAR ensures that a
modular modelling approa h used by the various a ademi resear h groups
agrees well with the industrial implementation.
During the rst year of the proje t several partners developed models for
this steel plant: timed automata (within the UPPAAL framework, developed
by BRICS and KUN), onstraint logi programming (SIDMAR) and timed
Petri nets (Ghent). Veri ation of the feasability of s hedules was a hieved
for models of moderate size (the number of bat hes in a sequen e of tasks
to be ompleted being the major limiting fa tor).
During the se ond year of the a tivity in ase study 5, several extensions
of this model have been investigated, and veri ation of s hedules for larger
plant models has been a hieved. More importantly automati s hedule generators with guidan e by the users' intuition have been realised based on an
UPPAAL model and based on a onstraint logi programming model. The
s hedule developed by Sidmar using onstraint logi programming has been
su essfully implemented in pra ti e. The BRICS Group has been able to
implement the s hedule on a fairly realisti hardware simulator of the steel
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plant.
It has been observed that omputation time depends heavily on the order
in whi h di erent bran hes of the tree of rea hable states is sear hed, and
that sometimes a lot of ba ktra king auses ex essive omputational osts.
In order to speed up the sear h for an optimal s hedule (in parti ular in order
to make on-line generation of a s hedule pra ti ally feasible) it is ne essary
to use re ursive algorithms for sear hing in an eÆ ient way through the spa e
of all s hedules. Several proposals for using iterative optimization strategies
have been made by the groups in Dortmund and Ghent. The group in
Dortmund proposes the ombination of a onstraint programming model
with heuristi te hniques (su h as bran h and bound) for nding a small set
of good s hedules. The group in Ghent proposed a dynami programminglike synthesis of an optimal s hedule based on a modular plant model, where
ea h module is a timed Petri net with input and output transitions.
The results of the work on ase study 5 have shown that veri ation
is feaible for a fairly large plant, and that this an be very useful in automati ally synthesizing good solutions for s heduling and resour e allo ation
problems in industry. The work has shown a ni e onvergen e between the
work in industry and in a edemia. Moreover the work has pointed the way
to a number of interesting open questions on veri ation and on ontrol synthesis whi h will be further investigated in other workpa kages during year
3 of the proje t.
Progress

S heduling and resour e allo ation paradigm
The steel plant operation studied in CS5 provides the VHS partners with a
useful paradigm of a s heduling and resour e allo ation problem. Starting
from N bat hes of raw molten pig iron available as input to the onvertor,
the steel plant produ es N bat hes of molten steel, ea h bat h having its
spe i ed quality de ned by its re ipe. A re ipe spe i es the quality of the
steel by spe ifying the di erent resour es being used onse utively, and the
time duration of the use of ea h resour e in the plant. The order in whi h
the N bat hes of di erent qualities of steel arrive at the ontinuous asting
ma hine is prespe i ed.
The ost of the plant operation is the total time ne essary for exe uting
the omplete sequen e of bat hes. In other words the performan e measure
to be minimized is the exe ution time of the start of the asting of the
last bat h in the prespe i ed sequen e. The exe ution times of tasks an
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be spe i ed via upper and lower bounds, or via probability distributions.
In the rst ase the ost to be minimized is the worst ase performan e
measure. In the se ond ase the ost to be minimized is the average of the
performan e measure.
The plant model has to des ribe the prespe i ed sequen e of qualities
arriving at the ontinuous asting ma hine, the sequen e of resour e requirements of the di erent re ipes, the limited resour e availability in the plant,
and onstraints on the maximum life time of ea h bat h. The various re ipes
have to be exe uted using a limited number of resour es, with some tasks
of the re ipe requiring simultaneous and ex lusive a ess to more than one
resour e. In order to a hieve this, starting times of ertain tasks must be
s heduled appropriately. Some tasks an be exe uted on di erent resour es,
and hen e resour e allo ation is required. Various pre eden e onstraints,
and some real time onstraints have to be satis ed by a valid s hedule.
The ontrol synthesis problem to be solved onsists in nding a s hedule,
whi h a hieves the smallest value for the total produ tion time of a sequen e
of bat hes (worst ase or average) within the set of all valid s hedules. The
s hedule sele ts the time when tasks are to be started, subje t to plant model
onstraints, and allo ates resour es for arrying out this task whenever there
is a hoi e between di erent resour es.
The s heduling and resour e allo ation problem for the ase study of the
steel plant amounts to taking the following main de isions. A rst s heduling
de ision on erns the times at whi h the onversion of a new load of pig iron
is started in a onvertor whi h is ready for a new load. After onversion
has been ompleted, this raw molten steel is tapped from the onvertor into
a steel ladle, provided various onstraints are met, for example an empty
steel ladle is available and an be transported on a transfer ar towards
the metallurgi al position where the rst treatment of the raw molten steel
will be arried out. A hoi e has to be made on whi h position this rst
treatment will be done. On e this rst treatment is ompleted, this same
ladle is used to transfer the bat h of molten steel to another position where
the se ond phase of the treatment is arried out. Again the position where
this se ond phase of the treatment is to be arried out must be sele ted.
Eventually the steel plant transforms the bat h of molten steel ontained
in the ladle into steel of a spe i ed quality by exe uting the various tasks
of the re ipe orresponding to the spe i ed quality of steel on the di erent
metallurgi al treatment positions. After all the treatments pres ribed by
the re ipe have been exe uted the bat h of steel is ready for asting at the
ontinuous asting ma hine. At that time the ontroller has to sele t the
appropriate asting speed (ensuring that the asting time is between its
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minimum and its maximum spe i ations, and ensuring that the next bat h
an arrive in time for uninterrupted, ontinuous asting). In order to enable
all these transitions it is also ne essary to s hedule movement of both ranes
available in the plant.
The model presentation originally emphasized

 the availability of the resour es for steel making (steel ladles for tap-

ping the onvertor, metallurgi al treatment positions for arrying out
various metallurgi al treatments, bu ering positions, ontinuous asting ma hine),

 the availability of the transport resour es (overhead

ranes for moving
steel ladles from one tra k to another tra k, transfer ar for moving
steel ladles along a tra k),

 and the re ipes a

ording to whi h di erent qualities of steel have to
be made (expressing the order in whi h various resour es are needed
for produ ing the quality orresponding to the re ipe; ea h re ipe also
spe i es the real time properties of the plant by expressing for ea h
required treatment for how long ea h resour e is needed).

These requirements spe ify the set of possible sequen es of events that are allowed to o ur in the plant. The plant operation is also hara terized by the
requirement that the order of asting di erent qualities of steel agrees with
a predetermined ordering, whi h should be adhered to stri tly for a hieving
a eptable operations. This was emphasized as a logi al onstraint on the
plant operation. On the other hand it was emphasized that there is also a
real time spe i ation requiring that ea h bat h of steel must be produ ed
within an interval of time that is limited by an upper bound. This upper
bound must insure that the bat h of steel has not ooled down too mu h
when asting starts. Finally the ontinuous asting requirement also imposes
a real time onstraint. In order to verify a s hedule it is of ourse ne essary
to expli itly model the rules for s heduling and for resour e allo ation, as
they are used by the plant operator.

S hedule generators based on veri ation tools
A partial spe i ation of a s hedule has been in luded in the timed automaton model developed by Fehnker (Nijmegen) [Feh99a℄,[Feh99b℄. It has been
possible to verify existen e of a feasible s hedule by using this model as an
input to the veri ation tool UPPAAL. A omplete s hedule that xes all
the de isions to be taken in su h a way that it satis es all the spe i ations,
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has been generated automati ally by the same tool. This s hedule is also
reported in the same referen e. In [HLP99℄ it is shown that s hedules an be
generated for larger, more realisti plant models and for larger values of N
by ombining the automati reasoning of UPPAAL with the users' intuition.
This work was further extended in the se ond year by the BRICS Group
[HLP00℄. S hedules an be generated for larger plant models and for larger
values of N by ombining the UPPAAL model veri ation tool and some
heuristi s whi h automati ally eliminate s hedules whi h are known on intuitive grounds to be ineÆ ient (su h as s hedules with a lot of unne essary
rane movement, or s hedules with idle resour es when it is obviously possible to move forward ertain task exe ution without ompromising system
onstraints). The quality of the s hedules thus obtained have been tested
extensively on a hardware model of the steel plant, built on the basis of
the LEGO Mindstorm system [IKL+ 00℄. In the joint work [BHV00℄ it has
been shown that veri ation of the validity (and hen e also generation) of
s hedules an be made a lot faster by proper hoi e of the order of sele ting
di erent bran hes in the set of rea hable states. In parti ular it has been
found that by using parallel sear h the speed of the veri ation tool in reases
by many orders of magnitude, thanks to the fa t that a better sele tion of
onse utive bran hes is feasible.
Within the Systems and Models Group of Sidmar a onstraint logi programming model has been developed and implemented for obtaining good
s hedules of the tasks in the steel plant [Sid99℄. All the onstraints of the
resour es of the plant (ex ept for the onstraints on the rane availability these rane onstraints are handled via a posteririori simulation) are en oded
in the onstraint sets, used as input for an ILOG programme. A heuristi algorithm for sear hing valid s hedules is then used, and a simulation routine
is implemented

Re ursive algorithms for generating optimal s hedules
The time required for nding a good s hedule depends very mu h on the order in whi h the su essive s hedules under onsideration (all member of the
set of all valid s hedules) is sear hed. When a s hedule under onsideration
is found to be infeasible, it is very important to de ide how one an sele t
the next s hedule to be onsidered. In parti ular one has to de ide how
to ba ktra k through the large tree of onstraints. This onsideration led
proje t members in Dortmund and Ghent to onsider re ursive optimization
algorithms. These algorithms use some spe i riteria in order to sele t the
next s hedule to be onsidered as a andidate. Several heuristi or theoreti5

ally based rules an be used in order to ensure that the next s hedule under
onsideration is valid most of the time, and is su h that it de reases the ost
(moves in the dire tion of optimizing the performan e measure).
In [Sto00℄ an approa h based on Constraint Programming is proposed
for the plant model. A nearly optimal s hedule is then found in the following
way. During the n-th iteration ea h onstraint lo ally propagates information about the possible values for lo al variables, and this information is
used to redu e the set of possible valid (n + 1)-th s hedules as mu h as possible. In order to redu e the ost as qui kly as possible a bran h-and-bound
algorithm is used for the sele tion of this (n + 1)-th s hedule under onsideration. This approa h has shown good results for generating s hedules up
to length 30:
In [BM00℄, the model is des ribed in the form of a graph of inter onne ting modules, ea h module represented as a timed Petri net (or a timed
automaton) with input and output transitions, whi h express the intera tion between modules. It turns out that the major a tivities in the steel
plant ( onversion, metallurgi al treatment, and asting) an be expressed
via an a y li al graph of modules. This allows generation of good s hedules
moving ba kward through the a y li graph of modules. Within ea h module an optimal s hedule is obtained by forward re ursion, taking intera tion
with su essor modules (as de ned in the graph of modules) into a ount.
The validity of the s hedule thus obtained at ea h iteration is veri ed for
the other ( rane related and empty ladle related) modules. Several rules
are then suggested for nding the next s hedule under onsideration. In
[Boe00℄ this approa h is extended to more general plants where the graph
of modules required for generation of s hedules is y li al.
Contributions to the

ase study

The work (both for year 1 and year 2) on ase study CS5 has been reported
in the following reports.

Rene Boel and Geert Stremers h(Ghent): VHS Case Study
5: modelling and veri ation of s heduling for steel plant at
SIDMAR: [BS99b℄
This report provides a verbal des ription of all the plant resour es, of the
re ipes, and of the other spe i ations of the plant operation. It also provides a very brief outline on the propietary s heduling rules urrently in use
at the Sidmar steel plant. The des ription starts from the plant layout. The
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report presents in detail the transportation system, the onvertor operation,
the metallurgi al treatment stations, the ontinuous asting ma hine; next
the report des ribes the re ipes orresponding to the di erent qualities of
steel to be produ ed, the sequen e of re ipes to be exe uted. The report
also lists the various purely logi al as well as the real-time spe i ations that
should be met by the plant operation. It emphasizes the need to produ e
bat hes of steel in su h a way that they arrive at the ontinuous asting
ma hine a ording to a sequen e of qualities that is spe i ed in advan e.
This ordering in whi h the qualities must arrive at the ontinuous asting
ma hine is spe i ed in advan e by a higher level optimization routine. This
sequen e is to be followed stri tly by the s hedule used for the plant operations. The size of the full model is su h that the number of states of
the plant is very high (mu h more than 1020 ) so that enumeration is not
a feasible approa h for veri ation and synthesis of s hedules. There are
approximately 30 di erent qualities of steel but these an be produ ed by
minor variations on about 6 di erent re ipes. The sequen e of steel qualities
as spe i ed by the higher level plant optimization has a typi al length of
about 60 bat hes. Ea h load passes through approximately 10 to 20 di erent
stages (depending on the re ipe under onsideration) between tapping at the
onvertor, and asting the molten steel at the ontinuous asting ma hine.

Ansgar Fehnker: S heduling a Steel Plant with Timed Automata(Nijmegen): [Feh99a℄
. This report uses Timed Automata (TA) to model the steel plant at Sidmar,
Ghent, Belgium. The timed automaton formalism an be used to model
real-time requirements of systems in a natural way. In re ent years several
tools, su h as UPPAAL and KRONOS, have be ome available for automati
model he king based on timed automata. This ase study on rms that
these tools an be used for realisti appli ations. The steel plant is modelled
as a network of timed automata, ready to serve as input for the UPPAAL
tool. The di erent omponents of the model are ombined using binary
syn hronization, and using ommitted lo ations. The model distinguishes
omponents des ribing bat hes to be produ ed a ording to a given re ipe
and a omponent for the plant itself. A test automaton is introdu ed to
represent the spe i ed sequen e of qualities of steel to be produ ed. This
test automaton is just a linear automaton pro eeding from the rst quality of
steel to be produ ed to the last quality to be produ ed. A feasible s hedule
for the plant operation exists provided the nal state of the test automaton is
rea hable from the present state of the plant model. The report treats a few
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examples of small models that have been analyzed. For a simple example
with a sequen e of only 3 bat hes, and with the use of only one rane,
the report lists a omplete s hedule, that has been generated automati ally
by the tool. Larger examples with up to 7 bat hes in the sequen e, and
with both ranes a tive, have also been analyzed. These results are quite
en ouraging. They suggest that it will be possible to a hieve the nal goals
of ase study 5 by arrying out further work during the se ond year of the
proje t.

A. Fehnker: S heduling a Steel Plant with Timed Automata.
[Feh99b℄.
S heduling in an environment with onstraints of many di erent types is
known to be a hard problem. We ta kle this problem for a integrated steel
plant in Ghent, Belgium, using Uppaal, a model he ker for networks of
timed automata. We show how to translate s hedulability to rea hability,
enabling us to use Uppaal's model he king algorithms.

T. Hune, K. Larsen, and P. Petterson:Guided Synthesis of
Control Programs using UPPAAL for VHS CS5:[HLP99℄
This reports presents a more realisti timed automaton model of the steel
plant at Sidmar by in luding the time delays of the overhead rane transportation system, whi h were ignored in [Feh99a℄. The re ned model should
allow the extra tion of a more detailed ontrol program for the a tual plant.
The re ned model makes the straightforward appli ation of UPPAAL as a
tool for extra ting a valid ontrol program more diÆ ult. To deal with this
unavoidable problem the authors introdu e a method, allowing the user to
guide the synthesis a ording to ertain hosen strategies. Ea h of these
strategies will ontribute to a redu tion of the sear h spa e, but in ontrast to fully automati redu tion methods it is up to the users' intuition
to guarantee preservation of s hedulability. Examples of guiding strategies
in the steel plant are: removal of useless ba k-and-forth movement of loads;
limiting the hoi e of paths between distant points; limiting the maximum
amount of time for some tasks. This guidan e is a hieved by using guards on
transitions, after augmenting the model with integer variables. The report
provides a realisti s hedule obtained in this way. A hardware simulator
of the steel plant has also been built in order to allow experiments with
various(good as well as bad) s hedules.
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R. Boel and G. Stremers h (Ghent): Timed Petri Net Model
of Steel Plant at Sidmar(Ghent): [BS99 ℄
This report presents a model using the semanti s of timed Petri nets [BS99a℄
for representing the plant onstraints and some of the spe i ations of the
model. The plant model is represented via the syn hronous exe ution of
two timed Petri net omponents. One omponent represents the overhead
ranes. The other omponent represents the resour e requirements of the
various re ipes, and the availability of transfer ars for steel ladles. Different re ipes are represented by di erent parallel bran hes in this timed
Petri net omponent. Common transitions an only be exe uted when they
are enabled in both omponents. The time requirements for the di erent
treatments are expressed in this model by stating that a transition must
be exe uted within a given interval after it has be ome state enabled. The
spe i ation that bat hes of steel arrive at the ontinuous asting ma hine
in a spe i ed order of qualities is expressed in this model via a set of linear
inequalities involving exe ution times of transitions in the re ipe model. The
requirement that ea h bat h gets ompleted within a ertain time delay is
expressed in this model by upper bounds on the di eren e between the exeution times of di erent transitions. Other onstraints requiring that ranes
do not ollide, that ea h treatment station an ontain only one steel ladle
at a time, et . are expressed by inequalities on the marking of the Petri net.

Thomas Hune, Kim Larsen, and Paul Pettersson (BRICS):
Guided Synthesis of Control Programs Using UPPAAL: [HLP00℄
This paper, and its a ompanying web page, give some additional information about our work on synthesizing ontrol programs for a LEGO r plant.
The plant is based on parts of an existing steel produ tion plant, SIDMAR
in Belgium and is a ase study of the VHS proje t.
The rst step of generating a ontrol program for the plant is to nd a
s hedule for the plant. To nd a s hedule for the plant we have modeled
the plant using timed automata. The s heduling problem an be stated
as a rea hability question whi h an be analyzed by the tool Uppaal. The
Uppaal model of the plant onsists of a number of automata:
The automaton representing the behavior of a bat h.
A re ipe using ma hines of type one and two.
A re ipe using ma hines of all type.
The automaton representing the 'upper' rane.
The automaton representing the 'lower' rane.
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The automaton representing the asting ma hine.
The test automaton.
A ' ontroller' only used to make syn hronization visible in a tra e.

Torsten Iversen et al. (BRICS): Model- he king Real-time
Control programs { Verifying LEGO Mindstorms Systems Using Uppaal, [IKL+ 00℄
In this paper we present a method for automati veri ation of real-time
ontrol programs running on LEGORC X TM bri ks using the veri ation
tool UPPAAL. The ontrol program, onsisting of a number of tasks running
on urrently, are automati ally translated into the timed automata model
of UPPAAL. The xed s heduling algorithm used by the LEGORC X TM
pro essor is modeled in UPPAAL, and supply of similar (suÆ ient) timed automata models for the environment allows analysis of the overall system using the tools of UPPAAL. To illustrate our te hniques we have onstru ted,
modeled and veri ed a ma hine for sorting LEGO bri ks by olor.

Mario Stobbe (Dortmund): Results on S heduling the SIDMAR Steel Plant Using Constraint Programming, [Sto00℄
This report is a result of the parti ipation of Pro ess Control Laboratory of
the University of Dortmund in the resear h proje t "Veri ation of Hybrid
Systems" (VHS). It deals with the appli ation of Constraint Programming
for synthesising near optimal s hedules for the steel plant presented in the
ase study 5 of the VHS proje t. The report is organised as follows. First
we brie y des ribe the main onstraints of problem, the obje tive of the
s heduling task and the basi assumptions we have made. In the se ond
hapter, we brie y review the appli ability of two well known models for
s heduling plants in the pro ess industry. We mainly fo us on the model
size and the des ription of the re ipes. Thereafter we propose a formulation
using Finite Set Constraints leading to a model of limited size. In hapter
three, the solution approa h is presented and some of the obtained results
are given and dis ussed.

Rene Boel and Fran is o Montoya (Ghent): Modular synthesis of eÆ ient s hedules in a timed dis rete event plant,
[BM00℄
This paper treats optimal s heduling in large timed dis rete event systems
as a supervisory ontrol problem. This paper onsiders a ase study where
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a s hedule must be synthesized whi h ompletes a sequen e of tasks in the
shortest possible time, while satisfying all the onstraints in the model,
and satisfying some hard outside onstraints. The paper emphasizes the
importan e of des ribing the plant via a graph of intera ting modules, Ea h
module an be represented using a di erent mathemati al formalisms. An
algorithm is proposed for eÆ iently nding an optimal s hedule by rst
nding an optimal s hedule in ea h module separately, for the largest subset
of modules whi h form an a y li graph. A model of a steel plant is used as
an example.

Rene Boel (Ghent): Automati Synthesis of S hedules in a
timed dis rete event plant [Boe00℄
This extended abstra t dis usses some ideas on erning the modular ontrol
synthesis of optimal s hedules for large plants. In parti ular it is emphasized
that there is usually a distin tion between foreground events and ba kground
events. We ompare two ases, one for a steel plant, the other an urban trafnetwork. The foreground events in lude all the events to be s heduled.
In the steel plant this orresponds to the start of di erent operations in
the steel making. In the urban traÆ this orresponds to the red/green
swit hes of traÆ lights at the interse tions along the major route(s) arrying foreground traÆ . The exe ution time of all the s hedulable events
determines the state of the foreground plant and this also determines the
ost of the plant operation. This foreground plant model usually onsists of
several intera ting omponents or modules. Timed Petri nets are a good tool
for des ribing su h input-output timed dis rete event modules. It is shown
that the omplexity of the s heduling problem is related to the stru ture of
the graph des ribing the inter onne tion between the foreground modules.
S heduling is relatively easy when this foreground graph is a y li , be ause
ba kward re ursion an be used. When the foreground graph ontains y les
then iterative te hniques are ne essary for s heduling. The evolution of the
ba kground plant modules, de ribing e.g. rane movements in a steel plant
or interferring traÆ from side streets in an urban traÆ network, must
also be desribed using several modules. This abstra t argues that these
ba kground modules an often be represented via sto hasti automata (e.g.
sto hasti Petri nets). In any ase the intera tion between di erent modules an be des ribed via sensitivity analysis. This abstra t refers to earlier
work by the author where it is shown that sensitivity of a ost fun tion with
respe t to hanges in exe ution time of input events at a module an be
al ulated using one single simulation run.
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Sidmar: Evaluation report on ILOG S heduler[Sid99℄
This internal report of Sidmar des ribes the use of Constraint Programming
and of ILOG Solver as tools for generating feasible s hedules for a steel
plant. Stri t separation of model and solver, and exibility allowing qui k
modi ation of the plant are seen as major advantages. Problems sometimes
o ur when the solution requires a lot of ba ktra king in its sear h through
the spa e of all onstraints.
Con lusions

Case Study 5 has provided the proje t partners with an industrial model
whi h proved amenable to analysis by the tools under onsideration. Several
modelling formalisms have been shown useful in verifying and in synthesizing s hedules for the steel plant. The good ooperation with the industrial
partner has allowed thorough analysis of this ase. The model has turned
out to be a paradigm for many interesting s heduling and resour e allo ation problems. It will serve as a basis for further work in the third year
of the proje t within the workpa kages of pro ess analysis and modelling
formalisms.
An important aspe t of the implementation of good s hedules where
the present model based approa hes have not yet been used to their full
advantage is the problem of building a "safety net" against all the possible
errors in the on-line observed data. This is an important issue for the on-line
implementation of any s heduler. Fault dete tion based on formal models
ould therefore be an important topi for onsideration during the nal year
of the proje t.
The main results an be summarized brie y as follows.
1. Timed Automata, timed Petri nets and onstraint programming, and
the orresponding tools have been applied su essfully to the analysis
and s hedule synthesis for the problem of ase study 5.
2. The a ademi resear h groups in the proje t have been able to re over
very qui kly s heduling algorithms similar to those used by Sidmar,
on the basis of long years of experien e, thanks to the use of formal
modelling te hniques, su h as timed automata.
3. The use of formal models allows a lear separation between model
building and s hedule synthesis. It also allows qui k synthesis of new
s hedules whenever there is a modi ation to the plant.
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An important open question for industrial appli ation of the results obtained in this ase study is the following. Timed automata and timed Petri
nets are quite abstra t models, and therefore perhaps not very suitable for
immediate introdu tion into industrial appli ations. Developing automati
translation tools between timed automata (or timed Petri net models) and
models more easily used in industry (su h as onstraint programming) might
therefore be very useful.

13
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